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Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group acting on Q = (0, l,..., n}, 
G,i,jl the stabilizer of {i, j} in G and {i, j} = RijO,..., Qiik the orbits of GI,,j, 
on B with ]Qij,] = rl. We assume that the notation is chosen so that 0 E QiZk 
and rk > r, for 1= l,..., k. Let k be a field. In [3], Harada classified all 
commutative algebra structures on the corresponding k-permutation module 
V, relative to which G acts as automorphisms. If {z’,-,, vi,..., un} is the 
standard basis for V then the algebra structure is determined by fixed 
constants a, b, cl ,..., c~-~, satisfying a + (n - 1)b = JJ-’ rlclr and has the 
multiplication table 
k-1 
UiVj = b(vi + Vj) + 2: ct~ijl, i+.i 
where Uijt=CasR,,,~a. I = k(C vi) is a one-dimensional ideal and we let 
‘LI = V/1, with xi = vi + 1. The induced representation f G on ‘u is faithful 
and we call 2I a k-permutation algebra associated with G. A question raised 
by Harada is whether every doubly transitive permutation group G affords 
some k-permutation algebra U for which G E Aut,@). Several groups have 
already been studied in this regard: G = Sn+l, the author [l] and 
Harada [2]; for G ==L,(2), Harada [3]. Other groups are currently under 
investigation by the author, S. Wong and K. Narang. 
An affirmative answer to Harada’s question will likely proceed in two 
stages: 
(1) show Am,‘21 5 S,+l and 
(2) classify Aut,U n S, + 1. 
It appears that (1) will be the more difficult ofthe two. 
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In this short note we present a reduction of (1) w ich yields the f~l~~~~~~ 
Let Char(k) = 2 and choose VI to be a ~-permutation algebra subject 
to the following conditions: n is even and b & 
Fsr the case G = L,(q), and % any k-permutation algebra, it is easy to see 
that Aut,B n S,,, =PrL,(q). As a consequence G can be isomorp. 20 
Aut, only if L,(q) = PTL,(q). Using the above we obtain G z Aut, fm 
some if Char(k) = 2 and either q = 2, N arbitrary or q = p is prime: and 
(N,q- I)= 1. 
1. GENERALITIES 
We let 2I be a permutation algebra over a field k of characteristic p 
afforded by the doubly transitive group G acting on Q = {O, I,..., ta}. 628 has 
basis {x1 ,...: x,} where 
xixi = ax, 
k-l 
XiXj = b(X, + Xj) + ~ CIXjj,’ i#j 
where (i + (n - l)b = C:-’ rIcl and Xjjl= CaEa,,xa, .Qij, = {i,j},.,., L?ijk) 
the orbits of Gfi,jl on ~‘2. The following result is straightforward: 
EEMMA 1. For x = C Aixi, y = C pjxj in B we have 
k-l 
my = (a - 2b)X ’ y + bU(y)X + bU(X)y + ~ C1~ 2: ~ipjXijl 
1 j=! i+j 
where X . y = 2 /zjpiXj atid U(X) = C /zi. 
COROLLARY. For SE { 1,2,..., n} set xs = CsEsX,. Then for S, 
2-s { 1, 2,..., n}: 
k--l 
xSxT = (a - 2b) xSnT + b 1 St XT + b / TI Xs + 2 CI 2 2 di,, S~,T Xij/ 
1 j=l iij 
where 
6i,S = (f 
1 
if i&S 
if iE S. 
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We assume for the remainder of this section that a, b, c, ,..., ck-i have 
been chosen subject to the following: b 6? Et-’ ZpcI, p,j’(n + 1) (note 
G = Q>- 
LEMMA 2. If Lx, # 0 satisfies (Lxs)’ = aax, and 3, E Z,, then either 
(i) p](n-l)and]S]=l inkor 
(ii) ~)(a--1), n+l-2]S]#O, andd=(n--l)/(n+l-2/Sl)=k,. 
Proof. By the preceding corollary we obtain 
A2 [(a - 2b) xs + 2b IS / Xs + ‘2’ CI C x 6i.s Jj,sxijl] = aAx,. 
1 j i#i 
Comparing coefficients ofxX, s E S leads to 
Modulo C:- ’ Z,c,, this reduces to 
L[a-2b+2blS/]-a 
or 
A[-(n+ l)b+2bjS/--(n- 1)b 
or 
[++l-2]S])-(n-l)]b-0. 
By our assumption on b we see that 
n((n+ l)-2/Sl)=n-1. 
If n-1=0, then n+l-2]S]=O, so lSI=l. If n-l#O, then 
n+l-2/S/#OandL=(n-l)/(n+l-2]S]). Q.E.D. 
We come next to the major result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that ‘u is a k-permutation algebra for G with 
b CC Cf-’ Z,c, and pk(n + 1). If 2l satisfies (*) below, then Aut,% E S,,+i : 
4 E Aut,‘U + $Xi = aixAi, LiEZ,,Aiz{l ,..., n}. (*I 
The proof is similar to that of [ 1, Theorem 11) and requires the following 
key 
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LEMMA 3. . Set #xi = Ax,, #Xj = pxT, i # j, Then either 
(i) /SI=/T/=l=A=pandSnT= 
(ii) ITl=p=l,A=-1, ISI=n (ink) 
(iii) ISI=/2= 1, p = -1, I TI = n (in k) and S c T. 
PTOOJ Since I I = b(#(Xi) + #(xj)) + tp’ C[#(Xij/) We Can use 
the corollary to Lemma 1 to see that 
It is clear that /zp # 0 and S # T (otherwise {~(Xi)5 #(xj>} is linearly 
dependent), so without loss of generality we may assume that S # T an 
show that either (i) or (ii) holds. Choose s E S, s @ T. The coefficient ofx, 
on the left in (1) is 
Now ~(xij,)=Ch~niiI~~h=ChcRijlah~Ah, so the coefficient of x, on the 
right hand side is db + Cf-’ c, ChsBij,h,, 6,,A,. Thus 
=a + c cr x a, 4,.w 
1 hcllij, 
Module CT-’ L,c, this reduces to 
or 
Our hypothesis forces p 1 Tl = 1. 
Using Lemma 2 we see that p = 1 = I TI. Equation (1) now reduces to 
k-l 
=bx,+ T  CI c &xA/,. 
heRij, 
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We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. T ti S. Then as 
further to 
aboveA/S/=l andd=l=]S] so (2)reduces 
k-l k-l 
ca - 2b) % ,?T + F clT & ‘u,S 6u,TXuvl = F ‘1 c &IX&’ 
heRijr 
We claim that in this case S f’ T = 0. Otherwise choose e E S n T and 
compare coefficients of x, on both sides of the above: 
k-l k-l 
a - 2b + 1 ‘lx c ‘,,S ‘u,T ‘e,C&,,= x ‘1 x ‘h &,.4,* 
1 u U#U 1 hsBijr 
Modulo C:-’ L,c, this becomes -(n + 1)b = 0 which is impossible. Thus 
S f7 T = $3. This is our first conclusion. 
Case 2. T c S. Comparing the coefficient of x,, t E T in (2) modulo 
C:-’ L,c, we obtain 
A(a-2b+b/SI)=b 
so 
(-A@+ l)+a]S]-l)b-0. 
Again, our hypothesis implies that 
-/Z(n+1)+1]S/-1=0 
so 
n[lsj - (n + l)] = 1. 
If IZ - 1 = 0, Lemma 2 shows that ]S / = 1 = y1 so the above reduces to 
~=-l.Ifn-l#O,Lemma2showsthat/Z=(n-l)/(n+1-2~S~)sowe 
obtain 
or 
(n+ l)ISI=(n+ 1)n. 
Thus ]S]=n and a=-1 again. 
This is the second conclusion. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. By the preceding lemma either ,Ji = I = ]A i / for a11 Z 
and AinAj=QI for i#j or for a uniquejE {l,..O,n), /zj=-1, Aj3Aj for 
i#j while ]A,]=l=/Zi for i#j and additionally for ifi,j,Aj~A,=O. 
That 4 arises from an element of S, + I is now easy to see (cf~ [I, proof of 
Theorem I I). 
2. G = L,v(q), N > 3 
G(= PSL(n, q) for non-group theorists) acts naturally as a doubly tran- 
sitive permutation group on ~2, the points in N- I dimensional projective 
space PA,-,(q), associated with V,(q), an N-dimensional vector space over a 
finite field having q-elements. Itis not difficult toverify that for distinct lines 
1 and I’, the orbits of G[,,,,) are {Z, I’}, {lines in 1+ I’ different from 1, I’!, 
{remaining lines}. Thus, k = 2, Y, = q - 1 and a, b, c(= c,) are related 
a+(+l)b=(q-1)c. 
THEOREM 2. Let ‘3 be any k-permutatiore algebra with c # 0 associated 
with G = L,\,(q). Then Aut,% f? Sn+i = PTL(N, qjt. 
PvooJ: For distinct lines Iand I’ 
x,xj, = b(x, + Xj,) + c 2 x, ~ 
T#l,i’ 
-cc,--1’ 
Let 4 E Aut,(LI n S,, 1. Then Qxl = xIB where 6-l is the permutation in S,, 1 
inducing #. Comparing #(xIxI,) with $(xJ #(xi,) we see that 
This implies that if r is a line with r c I+ I’, then rB c IO + I’$. 
fundamental theorem of projective geometry, there is a semi-linear 
automorphism of V,(q) which induces 0. Conversely any mihnear 
automorphism of V,(q) determines an element of A&,% n S,+ , . is clear 
that the group of all semi-linear utomorphisms of V,:,(q) is GL(N, q) x CcsiY 
where CcSI is the cyclic group of order s (q = p”) and that the kernel. of the 
epimorphism 
COROLLARY. L(q) = A% B n s, + 1 exactly when q = 2, IV is arbitrary 
or q=p and (N,q- I)= 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let k be a field of characteristic 2, G = L,,,(q) and 11 a k- 
permutation algebra for G with ac # 0, b 66 (c). Then G 2 Aut,2l if 
(i) q = 2, N arbitrary, or 
(ii) q=p, and (N,q- l)= 1. 
In all other cases where q and N are odd, Aut,2l= PTL(N, q). 
ProoJ We obtain this result from Theorem 1 and the corollary to 
Theorem 2. The square map in ‘u is additive in characteristic 2 (2l is 
commutative) so if # E Aut,cU and &xxi = C lLjxj, we see that $(xJ’ = 
Cdj’axj. This of course is a#(xi) = C aAjxj. Since a # 0, Lf =/zj, so 
#(xi) =xAi for A,c {l,..., n}. The number of points in PN--l(q) is 
(qN- l)/(q- l)=qN-l + -..+q+l, so lBI=q+‘+.-.+q+l=n+l 
and n=qN-’ + .. . + q. Under the above assumption is even so n + 1 # 0 
in k. 
The hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied so Aut,cU E Sn+l. By the 
corollary to Theorem 2, G = Aut,2l n S,, I (so G = Aut,cU) in cases (i) and 
(ii) while Aut,2I = PTL(N, q) in all other cases where q and N are odd. 
Q.E.D. 
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